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rooms, separate rooms. East, west, south and north. And north

is always the good room. I don't know why, ..They always call

that•••• . v

(Is the handgame the same for the Wichita as for the ot:her tribes?)
J I don't know, I don't go out. But I always hear them say, cer-

tain tribe, they play funny. le don^t know how they play. Ask

the question, how do they play, they say, play different, play
c

' funnyv ' ' . -̂

(Could yotS tell me how you play the Wichita "nandgame?)

Yea, they ĵust start off with, the two. • .now, our Pawnees and

Wichitas are almost alike.. They stand there, and they have to *.

hide whatever it is, sometimes i£'s a little bone, sometimes it's

a little bell. And you know, you can hear bell. Oh, they try

%o listen close wfien they use bell. Some of ^ e m would move •>

their hand, barely, you can't hear it. I always thought it was

fun, you know, when it comes to that^kind. Sometimes they have

some kind of a bead, or those little...look like little shells,

little round ones, like. Well, sometimes it's that, they use,,

playing, each side....And then^they start off, this one on this

side, and they both hide whatever they have in their hands.

(How many people are playing on each side?)

Well,.they don't have certain number. It's according to how

fast they lose* Suppose I lost and you won already along, and

we saying we going to play,four games. Well, you win all the

four, and you Know, you win the game,' and I lost.

(How many people play with the sticks?) )

Two of them. Two that keeps the score, they's the one that have

the sticks, you know. T̂ iey always sit together, and they al-

ways know, they tell them, and how many was found, one or two.

Alright, they have thiir sticks together and they put them

aside* They can't cheat, anyway, cause they see them.


